Tavant VELOX Advantages

- Enables straight through processing
- 40% Reduction in loan origination costs
- 2X Increase in customer self-service usage
- 360-degree View of the customer interaction
- 50% Reduction in back-office inquiries
- Eliminates paper with a digital loan file
- Routes loan efficiently through least path of resistance
- Combine analytics and data under a single platform
- Get and manage data directly from the source

HYPERCONNECTED LENDING
#DisruptwithDigital
Tavant VELOX product suite is digitally disrupting the mortgage industry with a fluid omnichannel experience and high velocity execution: from home discovery to loan funding.

VELOX optimizes and automates mortgage back-end processes and simplifies the front end experience. It transforms labor-intensive, paper-saturated, compliance-laden processes into efficient digital data flows.

**FinXperience**
A suite of portals and companion mobile applications
Accelerate deployment of portals, mobile apps and voice ecosystems

**FinCapture**
Autonomous document ingestion platform
Capture data from documents for a digital loan file

**FinConnect**
Modern mortgage data and services hub
Plug and play access to over 30 connectors including social data

**FinSight**
Analytics engine for predictive insights
Enhanced borrower profiling and workflow instrumentation